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antigone ca 441 b c e by sophocles city state of - antigone ca 441 b c e by sophocles city state of athens present day
greece translated from the greek by robert fagles characters antigone daughter of oedipus and jocasta ismene sister of
antigone a chorus of old theban citizens and their leader creon king of thebes uncle of antigone and ismene a sentry
haemon son of creon and eurydice, the three theban plays antigone oedipus the king - the three theban plays antigone
oedipus the king oedipus at colonus sophocles robert fagles on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers towering over
the rest of greek tragedy these 3 plays are among the most enduring and timeless dramas ever written, antigone fagles
pdf google docs - antigone fagles pdf google docs sign in, the three theban plays sophocles 9780140444254 - the three
theban plays sophocles translated by robert fagles with introductions and notes by bernard knox acknowledgments
translator s preface greece and the theater sophocles the three theban playsintroduction to antigone antigone introduction to
oedipus the king oedipus the king introduction to oedipus at colonus oedipus at colonus, antigone by sophocles
translated by robert fagles 1985 - antigone by sophocles translated by robert fagles 1985 duration 1 36 27 whs drama
society presents antigone 2017 metg finals winner duration 36 36, the three theban plays on apple books - towering over
the rest of greek tragedy the three plays that tell the story of the fated theban royal family antigone more books by
sophocles robert fagles bernard knox see all oedipus trilogy 2014 oedipus rex 2012 antigone 2012 oedipus rex 2012
oedipus the king 2012 oedipus rex, the three theban plays penguin classics sophocles - the three theban plays penguin
classics sophocles robert fagles bernard macgregor walker knox on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers towering
over the rest of greek tragedy these three plays are among the most enduring and timeless dramas ever written, antigone
by sophocles translated by robert fagles 1985 - radio play with lucy gutteridge and patrick stewart from cassette 1985 02
17, the three theban plays sophocles robert fagles google - translator and professor robert fagles was born in
philadelphia pennsylvania on september 11 1933 he received a ba in english from amherst college and a phd in english
from yale university while obtaining his degrees he studied latin and greek on the side, penguin publishing group classics
- antigone oedipus the king oedipus at colonus translated by robert fagles introduction and notes by bernard knox i know of
no better english version hugh lloyd jones also includes notes a bibliography genealogy and a glossary penguin classics 432
pp 978 0 14 044425 4 15 00 robert fagles examination and personal copy, sophocles antigone mthoyibi files wordpress
com - an english version by dudley fitts and robert fitzgerald person represented antigone ismene eurydice creon haimon
teiresias a sentry a messenger chorus 1 oedipus once king of thebes was the father of antigone and ismene and of their
brothers polyneices and eteocles oedipus unwittingly killed his father laios and married his own mother, the three theban
plays by sophocles ebook - robert fagles 1933 2008 was arthur w marks 19 professor of comparative literature emeritus at
princeton university he was the recipient of the 1997 pen ralph manheim medal for translation and a 1996 award in literature
from the american academy of arts and letters
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